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Storyteller Token

1 two-sided Nightfall/Daylight (/ ) game piece
11 wooden Nightfall/Daylight (/ ) counters
50 green Power (~) tokens
6 Infected ( ) tokens
36 EQUIPMENT cards
85 SECRET cards (including 4 optional “Minion
of Darkness” cards)
80 ITEM cards
45 LOCATION cards (including 9 special “Until
Daylight...” cards)
3 “A Darker World” cards
45 Daylight ( ) CHALLENGE cards:
Ø 20 Mystery (s) cards
Ø 10 Event (&) cards
Ø 15 Surprise! cards
60 Nightfall () CHALLENGE cards:
Ø 45 Monster ( ) cards
Ø 5 Mystery (s) cards
Ø 10 Event (&) cards
60 KARMA (red/blue/gray) cards

The player with the Storyteller token creates the
narrative for that day. At the end of each day (before
the next Daylight turn), pass this token to the left.
Initiative Token
The player with the Initiative token “goes first” in a
given context. Play always proceeds to the left.
Dice
Each player receives three 10-sided dice, one of each
color. These represent his or her character’s current
characteristic values. Place them within their
respective circles on your Character board, covering
the base characteristic values.

Õ

Character Tokens

Materials Overview

Each player receives one colored stone to use as a
Character token. He or she places this token each
turn, in order of the Initiative, to show which
activity his or her character will perform—and at
which LOCATION, if any.

Character Boards

Power (~) Tokens
These tokens are the currency of Daylight. Use
them to purchase EQUIPMENT cards, magical
ITEM cards, and SECRET cards. You may also
spend Power to affect your character’s ability to
overcome the various CHALLENGES in the game.

Each player receives a
Character board to record
his or her character’s base
characteristic values, to hold
tokens and characteristic
dice, and to display owned
EQUIPMENT and ITEM
cards.

Infected Tokens
A character with an Infected ( ) token loses one
Power token when Darkness Falls. If that character
has no more Power tokens to give, he or she is “Lost
to the Darkness.”

Wet Erase Marker
Use the marker to record each character’s base
characteristic values in the colored circles (Body,
Mind, and Spirit) on his or her Character board.
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Daylight Gameboard

ITEM Cards
These cards represent technological and mystical
artifacts that the characters discover in the game.
Like EQUIPMENT cards, when you receive an
ITEM card (and purchase it with Power tokens in
the case of a magical ITEM), place it in the
“Equipped” area of your Character board. When
your character removes an ITEM, turn its card
sideways. To reequip it, turn it upright.

Use the Daylight gameboard to keep score. If the
board fills with 10 dark Nightfall () counters, the
players lose. If it fills with 10 light-colored Daylight
( ) counters, the players win.

LOCATION Cards

Õ

Nightfall/Daylight Game Piece
Use this to track whether it’s Daylight or Nightfall
of the current day in the game.
Nightfall/Daylight Counters
Most of these cards represent the places where all of
the action in Daylight happens, areas in and around
the town that the characters are trying to save. Each
LOCATION has a Daylight ( ) and a Nightfall ()
half with different effects (depending on when the
characters visit). In addition, there are 9 special
“Until Daylight…” LOCATION cards, representing
various hazards that beset all LOCATIONS in the
game until the start of the Daylight turn of the
following day.

Use these two-sided wooden counters to keep score
in the game and to show when a Monster is Stunned
(and for how long). The eleventh counter is the
Stunned counter and isn’t required for scoring.

Õ

EQUIPMENT Cards
These cards represent the tools your character can
buy (or steal) to help in your fight against the
Darkness. When you purchase (or steal)
EQUIPMENT cards, place them in the “Equipped”
area of your Character board. When your character
removes a piece of EQUIPMENT, turn its card
sideways. To reequip it, turn it upright.

“A Darker World” Cards
As the game progresses, the Darkness that besieges
the town intensifies. When one of these cards is
revealed on top of the LOCATION deck, place it
on the Daylight gameboard and follow its
instructions. The effects of “A Darker World” are
cumulative (if more than one comes into play).

SECRET Cards
These cards represent the aspects that make each
character unique—from PTSD to Psychokinesis.
When you receive a SECRET card, put it into your
hand. You may not reveal or discuss it with other
players until you’ve played or discarded it. Play a
SECRET by paying its cost in Power tokens (if any)
and placing it beside your Character board.
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CHALLENGE Cards

The Darkness prevails—and all of the players lose—if
any of the following conditions occurs:

These cards represent the
Monsters, Mysteries, and
Events that the characters
must overcome at various
LOCATIONS in order to
capture
CHALLENGE
points and win the game. If
the players win, the player
with the most captured
CHALLENGE points is
declared the overall winner. When characters visit a
LOCATION card at Daylight, the Storyteller covers
its Nightfall half with a
CHALLENGE card.
When the characters visit a LOCATION card at
Nightfall, the Storyteller covers its Daylight half
with a  CHALLENGE card.

Ø The Daylight gameboard fills with ten
Nightfall () counters,
Ø All of the players become ghosts or are
removed from the game,
Ø The team runs out of LOCATION cards to
visit.

Õ

Winning the Game
If the players manage to defeat the Darkness by
filling the Daylight gameboard with
counters,
reveal all SECRET cards held in all player’s hands.
These cards may add (or subtract) individual
CHALLENGE points for determining who wins.
The character who has captured the most
CHALLENGE points (as indicated in the top righthand corner of your captured CHALLENGE cards)
is the overall winner. A tie goes to the player with
the most captured CHALLENGE cards. (See
“CHALLENGE Cards,” below.)

Õ

Õ

KARMA Cards
Whenever your character
attempts to overcome a
CHALLENGE, draw KARMA
cards equal to his or her
applicable characteristic and
add the highest number of that
color (red, blue, or gray) to the
characteristic value. If the
result is greater than the
CHALLENGE level, the character succeeds at the
CHALLENGE. You may also spend a Power token
to make a “Power Draw,” drawing an additional
number of KARMA cards equal to the applicable
characteristic.

Some SECRET cards have a CHALLENGE point
penalty. If you have the Power (~) tokens to spend
(or can get it immediately), you may buy SECRET
cards at the end of the game (to keep from taking
the penalty).

Setting Up
Daylight is quick to set up:
1. Place the Daylight gameboard at one end of
the table.
2. Place the / counters, the Power (~)
tokens, and the Infected ( ) tokens into
separate containers beside the gameboard.
It’s a good idea for one player to be in charge
of them.
3. Place the Daylight/Nightfall game piece in
the upper right-hand corner of the
gameboard,
side up.

Õ

Your Objective
A mysterious and devouring Darkness has
descended over your town, and you and your
companions are the only ones who can keep it from
consuming all who live there. If you fail, everyone
you care about is doomed.

Õ

To succeed, you must work as a team to completely
fill the Daylight gameboard with ten Daylight ( )
counters. Only then will your town be safe.

Õ
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4. Separate the EQUIPMENT cards by
category and place them near the
gameboard:
- Pistols
- Rifles
- Shotguns
- Energy Weapons
- Bows
- Hand-to-Hand Weapons
- Armor
- Miscellaneous

12. Insert one “A Darker World” card between
the sections of the LOCATION deck
created in the previous step (one, two, or
three “A Darker World” cards, total,
depending on the general experience level of
the players). All of the decks are now ready
for play.
13. Place all six decks in a line on the opposite
edge of the table from the gameboard. Leave
room for a discard pile for all but the
KARMA deck.

5. Unless you’re an experienced group of
players seeking a greater challenge, remove
the “Minion of Darkness” SECRET cards
from the game. (See “Optional Rules,” at the
end of this rulebook.)

Character Creation
To play in a game of Daylight, you will first need to
create a character to act as your avatar in the game.
He or she may be however you imagine. Is your
character male or female? Young or old? Fit?
Intelligent? Intuitive? Powerful? You decide.

6. Remove the 9 special “Until Daylight…”
cards from the LOCATION deck.
7. Individually shuffle:
- the deck of 36 LOCATION cards,
- the deck of SECRET cards,
- the deck of ITEM cards,
- the deck of Nightfall CHALLENGE
cards (),
- the deck of Daylight CHALLENGE
cards ( ),
- and the deck of KARMA cards (with
the tricolored symbol on front and
back).
8. Deal one card from the LOCATION deck
to each player. Each player should look at
his or her card.
9. Shuffle the “Until Daylight…” LOCATION
cards into the LOCATION deck.

Key Concept
Each character has three characteristics—Body (),
Mind (N), and Spirit ('). Characters also earn
Power (~) tokens, which may be spent to purchase
and play cards throughout the game.

Õ

Body () represents a character’s physical fitness
and prowess. Use it to attempt to overcome 
CHALLENGES (see “CHALLENGE Cards,”
below), including close combat and feats of
endurance.  is represented by the color red on all
Daylight game materials.
Mind (N) represents a character’s mental acuity and
awareness. Use it to attempt to overcome N
CHALLENGES, including taking aim with ranged
weapons and solving problems. N is represented by
the color blue on all game materials.

10. Count off 24 cards from the LOCATION
deck and put the remaining cards back into
the game box without looking at them.

Spirit (') represents a character’s metaphysical fitness
and prowess. Use it to attempt to overcome '
CHALLENGES, including mystical combat and
finding hope in extreme adversity. ' is represented
by the color gray on all game materials.

11. Divide the remaining 24-card LOCATION
deck into sections based on the general
experience level of the players:
- Learning. Two 12-card sections.
- Competent. Three 8-card sections.

Choose your character’s base , N and ' by
writing a number, 2 to 4 (1 to 4 for ), with the wet

- Expert. Four 6-card sections.
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erase marker in the color-coded circle on your
Character board for each one. Be aware, however,
that the higher the numbers you choose, the fewer
Power (~) tokens you will receive at the start of the
game. Base characteristics never change. They stick with
your character for the entire game.

If a SECRET card you’ve drawn says to play it
immediately, do so. You may also play any other
SECRET cards you’d like to reveal to the group by
paying their cost (in green in the upper right-hand
corner of the card) in ~ tokens. Then select a
Character token (one of the colored stones) that will
be easy for you to remember. Place any left-over dice
and stones back into the game box.

Key Concept

Starting with the most experienced player and then
going to the left, briefly introduce your character’s
backstory. Include any SECRET cards you’ve played
into your narrative. Then play your LOCATION
card in the center of the table and describe how your
character found a clue suggesting that the Darkness
may manifest at that LOCATION. Be creative.

For each base characteristic you selected, your
character begins the game with Power (~) tokens as
follows:
1 (limited,  only) à 6~
2 (weak) à 4~
3 (healthy) à 2~
4 (strong) à 0~

You are ready to begin your first day in the world of
Daylight.

After you’ve chosen your character’s base
characteristics, place a ten-sided die for each one in
the color-coded circle on your Character board,
covering the base number that you wrote down.
Whenever a characteristic is modified during the
course of the game (such as when a character takes
damage), set the corresponding die to the new
number. Whenever you use a characteristic in the game
(to attempt a CHALLENGE or to see whether you can
equip an EQUIPMENT card or ITEM card), use the
number on the corresponding die. The base number is
just there as a reminder—for when you need to
calculate your character’s maximum amount for a
particular characteristic, for the purpose of healing,
etc. (See “Healing,” below.)

The Storyteller
Daylight is a story-driven game. A big part of the fun
is the story that unfolds as play progresses. The game
is enjoyable to play even without the Storyteller
elements, but it plays best as a contiguous narrative,
handed off from Storyteller to Storyteller. For this
reason, certain elements of the game have been left
deliberately vague—so that players can fill in details
as they like.
Each player will take turns in the role of Storyteller.
The story can be as simple or elaborate as each
individual would like to make it. Each day in the
game, a new Storyteller narrates the events that
transpire, taking up the thread where the previous
day’s Storyteller left off.

NOTE: The 0 on each die represents the number
zero, not 10. No characteristic can ever fall below 0,
or ever be greater than 9.

For example: Heather’s character became a ghost
last turn and has rejoined the team at the following
Darkness Falls. How do the other characters realize
she’s with them? How do they react? How does
Heather feel about the Monster who devoured her?
What do the solved Mystery (s) cards have to do
with her death? What has death revealed to her?
How are her SECRET cards still part of her ghostly
persona? Etc.

Key Concept
After you’ve chosen your base characteristics and
received your Power (~) tokens, draw one SECRET
card at random, and keep it hidden from the other
players. This is your “hand.” (See “SECRET Cards,”
below.) If your character is beginning the game with
six or more ~ tokens, draw a second SECRET card
and put it into your hand.
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There are no right or wrong answers to these
questions. It’s up to you to decide how much detail
you’d like to dab onto the canvas of your story.
Whenever a card is revealed, try to add something
to it that isn’t there—especially with Mystery (s)
cards. The more often you do, the more fun
everyone will have.

NOTE: Visiting a LOCATION is the only
activity a ghost can perform. (See “Ghosts,”
below.) Also, a ghost can only visit a
LOCATION that another character is
visiting at the same time. (Ghosts choose a
LOCATION to visit after all other
characters have finished deciding.) If no
other character visits a LOCATION, a ghost
can't perform an activity that turn.

After the game is set up, choose who will be the first
Storyteller (usually the most experienced player).
The Storyteller takes the Storyteller token (shaped
like an open book) and draws one LOCATION card
for each player and reads the information on each
one aloud (unless the players all know them), then
places them face-up in the center of the table. It’s
best to leave a bit of room for a few additional
LOCATION cards as well.

Ø Purchase EQUIPMENT. Place your
Character token near the EQUIPMENT
cards at the edge of the table.
Ø Attempt to heal. Place your Character
token in the “Characteristics” box on your
Character board.
NOTE: If a character is Incapacitated (see
“Incapacitation and Death,” below), this is
the only activity he or she can perform.

Key Concept
The Storyteller is a character in the game, just like
everyone else. He or she may make choices that
benefit his or her character, or hinder other
characters—or make choices that are entirely
altruistic. That’s up to each individual player. A
player who has been removed from the game, or
whose character has become a ghost, still takes a
turn as the Storyteller. (See “Incapacitation and
Death,” below.)

Key Concept
Declare which activity your characters will perform
by placing your Character tokens as indicated above
in order of the Initiative. (See “The Initiative,” below.)

A Day in the Game
Here is the flow of a day in the game:
1) The players take their Daylight turn.
a) Slide any CHALLENGE cards that are in
play over to cover the  half of their
respective LOCATION card. The players
place their Character tokens as indicated
above in order of the Initiative to indicate
which activity they will each perform.

Days and Darkness
Daylight gameplay is broken up into days, each
composed of one Daylight turn, followed by
Darkness Falls (see “Darkness Falls,” below) and
then, finally, by one Nightfall turn. Each character
may perform one of three possible activities per
turn:
Ø Visit a LOCATION. Place your Character
token on the LOCATION card you want to
visit. (See “LOCATION Cards,” below.) At
Daylight, place it on the
half of the card,
and at Nightfall, place it on  half of the
card.

b) Any characters who are healing or buying
EQUIPMENT cards do so in order of the
Initiative. (See “EQUIPMENT Cards,”
“The Initiative,” and “Healing,” below.)
c) If the characters are visiting any
LOCATION cards that already have
CHALLENGE cards on them, resolve those
first. The Storyteller picks one and
introduces it and its CHALLENGE card in

Õ
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the context of the story, then describes the
visible information on both cards to the
group. The characters at that LOCATION
resolve the CHALLENGE card. (See
“CHALLENGE Cards,” below.) Then the
Storyteller draws and places a new
LOCATION card face-up in the center of
the table and describes what clues (within
the context of the story) might lead the
characters to that part of town. Repeat this for
each LOCATION the characters are visiting
that already has a CHALLENGE card on it.
d) For each remaining LOCATION card that
the characters are visiting, the Storyteller
draws a Daylight CHALLENGE card and
reads it silently to him or herself, thinking
of how to continue (or begin) the story in
the game, incorporating the drawn card(s)
with the visited LOCATION card(s).
NOTE: If one or more of the CHALLENGE
cards is a Surprise! card, then the Storyteller
should examine the card that replaces the
Surprise! card before revealing it to the
other players. (See “Surprise! Cards,”
below.)

3) Darkness Falls, adding  counters onto the
Daylight gameboard. (See “Darkness Falls,”
below.) The characters may again perform any
actions that may be taken between turns.
4) Flip the Daylight/Nightfall game piece to  the
side.
5) The players take their Nightfall turn. Repeat the
same process as for a Daylight turn (step 1,
above) except the Storyteller covers the
half
of each LOCATION card that the characters are
visiting, this time with a Nightfall CHALLENGE
card.
6) Shuffle the KARMA deck. The characters may
perform any actions that may be taken between
turns.
7) Flip the Daylight/Nightfall game piece to the
side.

Õ

Õ

8) The Storyteller passes the Storyteller token to
his or her left. The characters may again perform
any actions that may be taken between turns.

Darkness Falls
After each Daylight turn, Darkness Falls. Add up
the number of players remaining in the game,
including ghosts, and add that to the number of
CHALLENGE cards in play. The team must put
that number of  counters onto the Daylight
gameboard or remove that number of
counters
from it—in any combination.

e) The Storyteller picks one of the
CHALLENGE cards that he or she drew
and places it on top of one of the remaining
LOCATION cards that the characters are
visiting, covering the  half of the card.
Then he or she introduces it and its
CHALLENGE card in the context of the
story and describes the visible information
on both cards to the group. The characters
at that LOCATION resolve the
CHALLENGE card, and the Storyteller
draws and places a new LOCATION card
face-up in the center of the table and
describes what clues might lead the
characters there. Repeat this for each remaining
LOCATION that the characters are visiting.
2) Shuffle the KARMA deck. (See “KARMA and
Successes,” below.) The characters may perform
any actions that may be taken between turns.

Õ

If the Daylight gameboard ever fills with ten 
counters, the Darkness prevails. The players lose.

The Initiative
The Initiative is very important in Daylight. It plays
a part in nearly every facet of the game. The
Initiative determines the order in which
CHALLENGE attempts happen. When two or
more characters visit the same LOCATION, the
one with the Initiative token goes first. Play
proceeds around the table to the left to the other
characters at that LOCATION.
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Key Concept

Ø Purchase magical ( ) ITEM cards that the
team has received. This may be done
between turns, or at the time when the
ITEM is drawn. (See “ITEM Cards,” below.)
Ø Discard a cursed
ITEM card. This may
be done at any time. (See “ITEM Cards,”
below.)
Ø Play SECRET cards from your hand. This
may be done at any time. (See “SECRET
Cards,” below.)
Ø Discard a SECRET card from play. This may
be done at any time. (See “SECRET Cards,”
below.)
Ø “Focus” to receive a +1 modifier before
drawing to overcome a CHALLENGE
attempt. (See “KARMA and Successes,”
below.) Power Draws are considered part of
the same attempt.
Ø Make an additional KARMA card draw,
called a “Power Draw.” This may be done
whenever a character is attempting to
overcome a CHALLENGE in the game. (See
“KARMA and Successes,” below.)
Ø Buy a Success after drawing to overcome an
Attack (), Escape (ÿ), or Event (&)
CHALLENGE. (See “KARMA and
Successes,” below.)

The character with the most ~ who is not
Incapacitated (or a ghost) receives the Initiative
token. If it’s a tie, compare ', then N, then  (i.e.:
right to left on your Character boards). If it’s still a
tie, the tied players choose a characteristic and flip
over a KARMA card. The highest chosen value on
the card receives the Initiative. (If it’s a tie, flip
another card.) Put the flipped cards on the bottom
of the deck.
For a Monster CHALLENGE, determine who has
the Initiative token at the beginning of each combat
round. The Initiative also determines who has to
resist a Monster’s first Attack ()—for its normal 
as well as for Surprise! (See “Monster ( )
CHALLENGE Cards,” below.)
NOTE: Ghosts and Incapacitated characters can
never have the Initiative token. If this is ever the
case, immediately pass the token to the left.
You may discard cards or spend Power or adjust
characteristics (as normally allowed in the game) to
affect the Initiative order whenever its being
determined, even when a Monster has Surprise!
Continue until all players are satisfied. Outside of a
LOCATION, determine the Initiative order
separately for any situation where there is
contention (buying EQUIPMENT cards, for
example).

Ø Make one attempt to defeat a Monster
CHALLENGE with either N or '—so long
as it does not have a  CHALLENGE
level. (See “Monster ( ) CHALLENGE
Cards,” below.) Power Draws are considered
part of the same attempt.

Power (~) Tokens
Power (~) tokens are the currency of Daylight.
They can impact nearly every aspect of gameplay. ~
is represented by the color green on all game
materials. Place any unowned ~ tokens in a
container by the gameboard.
Players may spend ~ tokens (returning them to the
pool) to:
Ø Purchase EQUIPMENT cards on a turn.
This is a Daylight or Nightfall activity. (See
“EQUIPMENT Cards,” below and “Days
and Darkness,” above.)

The main way to acquire ~ is to discard SECRET
cards from your hand. SECRET cards that may be
discarded for ~ tokens will say so. Discarding in
this way may be done in response to things that
happen in the game. You may also acquire ~ from
some LOCATION and ITEM cards.
~ may not be traded among characters, and the
team may never possess more ~ than the 50 tokens
that come with the game.
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discarded between turns (unless another card
overrides this rule). If you discard an EQUIPMENT
card, it returns to its spot beside the ~ tokens.

EQUIPMENT Cards
EQUIPMENT Cards represent the tools characters
can buy (or steal) to help in their fight against the
Darkness. Place unowned EQUIPMENT cards,
arranged by category, beside the ~ tokens:
-

SECRET Cards
SECRET cards represent the aspects that make each
character unique—revealed and shrouded, mundane
and mystical.

Pistols
Rifles
Shotguns
Energy Weapons
Bows
Hand-to-Hand Weapons
Armor
Miscellaneous

When you overcome CHALLENGE cards, draw
SECRET cards as indicated. Without looking at it,
you may choose to keep a SECRET card, or you may
pass it blindly to another player at that same
LOCATION. (This is the only time in the game
when a SECRET card may be given by one player to
another.) A player cannot refuse a SECRET card.

On your turn, instead of visiting a LOCATION or
trying to heal, you may spend ~ to purchase
EQUIPMENT cards. This is a Daylight or Nightfall
activity. There is no limit to the amount of
EQUIPMENT the team can purchase (other than
the number of cards in the game). The price is in
green in the upper right-hand corner of each card.
If more than one player chose to buy Equipment
cards on the same turn, the Initiative determines
who goes first. (See “The Initiative,” below.) Each
character must buy his or her cards all at once. Place
EQUIPMENT cards in the “Equipped” area of your
Character board.

NOTE: If you a draw SECRET card as a result of
solving a Mystery (s) CHALLENGE or defeating a
Monster ( ) CHALLENGE at a LOCATION you
visited with another living character (including a
character using “Astral Projection,” etc.), you must
give that card away. (See “CHALLENGE Cards,”
below.) This only applies to the first SECRET drawn
(if you draw more than one).
Key Concept
When you receive a SECRET card, you must keep
it hidden (in your hand) from the other players—
unless it reads, “Play this card immediately." You
may not discuss a SECRET card during the course
of the game—until it has been revealed.

Characters may also steal EQUIPMENT at certain
LOCATION cards. Stealing requires succeeding at
a special CHALLENGE for that LOCATION. (See
“KARMA and Successes,” below.)

You may spend ~ to play a SECRET card from
your hand—for the price noted in the upper righthand corner of the card. When you play a SECRET
card, place it face-up beside your Character board.
Many SECRET cards may be discarded from your
hand to gain ~ (as indicated on the card). Either
may be done at any time, including in response to
effects (to alter those effects), unless the card has
instructions to the contrary. (Some SECRET cards
may only be played when certain conditions are
met—attempting a ' CHALLENGE, for

Key Concept
EQUIPMENT cards come with the skills to use
them. However, they may require a minimum
characteristic value for a character to equip them. A
 symbol indicates that a card can only be equipped
at Nightfall.
EQUIPMENT cards may be traded freely among
characters before visiting a LOCATION card, but no
trading may take place while characters are at a
LOCATION. EQUIPMENT may be discarded at
any time, except for armor, which may only be
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example.) Some SECRET cards must be played
immediately.
Key Concept
You may only have up to a total of 6~ worth of
SECRET cards in play at one time. Additional
SECRET cards that cost ~ to play may not be
played if it will put you above this cap.
SECRET cards that have not been played at the end
of the game may add to (or subtract from) a
character’s captured CHALLENGE points (for
determining who wins the game), as indicated on
the card.

Key Concept
Like EQUIPMENT cards, ITEM cards come with
the skills to use them. However, some ITEMS
require a minimum characteristic value in order to
equip them. A  symbol indicates that a card can
only be equipped at Nightfall.
Non- ITEM cards may be traded freely among
characters before visiting a LOCATION card, but no
trading may take place at a LOCATION.
ITEMS
may not be traded. Once bound to a character, they
may only be discarded. Most ITEM cards may be
discarded at any time.
Key Concept

ITEM Cards
ITEM cards represent technological and mystical
artifacts discovered by overcoming CHALLENGES.
The
symbol indicates that an ITEM is magical.
Characters must purchase
ITEMS with ~ in
order to use them. The character who overcame the
CHALLENGE to draw the ITEM card has the first
opportunity to buy it. Otherwise, it may be
purchased by any character at that LOCATION
with enough ~ to do so—in order of the Initiative.
(See “The Initiative,” above.) The price is in green
in the upper right-hand corner of each card. Place
owned ITEM cards in the “Equipped” area of your
Character board.
Place any unowned
ITEM cards that the team
has acquired face-up beside the unowned
EQUIPMENT cards. These may be purchased by
any character between turns (in order of the
Initiative). This does not count as an activity. Only
one player may spend ~ to claim a particular ITEM.
It becomes permanently bound to its owner.
NOTE: Any ITEM card drawn by a character who
was Lost to the Darkness that same turn (at “The
Black Market,” for example) is discarded, unless it
was a
ITEM that was immediately bound to a
character. (See, “Incapacitation and Death,” below.)

Some ITEMS are cursed, requiring the equipped
character to spend ~ in order to discard them.
Cursed ITEMS aren’t purchased; they are simply
bound to the character who overcame the
CHALLENGE to draw them. They are played
immediately. A cursed ITEM is always considered
equipped, and any modifiers from it must be used
when applicable. The character feels compelled to
keep and equip it.
If a character has multiple cursed items that cannot
be equipped at the same time (multiple weapons,
armor, etc.), the player may choose which one to
equip. You must equip a cursed weapon, but you do
not have to attempt to defeat a Monster ( )
CHALLENGE with it. (You could use the effects of
your “Psychokinetic” SECRET card instead, for
example.)

LOCATION Cards
Most LOCATION cards represent the places where
all of the action in Daylight happens, areas in and
around the town that the characters are trying to
save.
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Key Concept

just put there at the end of the previous Nightfall
turn).

The time of day when the characters visit a
particular LOCATION determines whether to use
the
or  information on that LOCATION card.

“A Darker World” Cards

Õ

As the game progresses, the Darkness that besieges
the town intensifies. When “A Darker World” is
revealed on top of the LOCATION deck, place it
on the Daylight gameboard. For each “A Darker
World” in play, add one additional  counter or
remove one additional
counter when Darkness
Falls. For 4 or more players, add or remove two
additional counters instead. This only counts for
players remaining in the game, including ghosts.
(See “Ghosts,” below.)

The Storyteller draws a CHALLENGE card
(Daylight or Nightfall, depending on which turn it
is) and covers up the unused half of the
LOCATION card with it. If there is any
disagreement as to whether a particular
LOCATION is “enclosed” or “outdoor,” etc., the
Storyteller makes that call as part of the narrative.

Õ

When the final CHALLENGE card at a
LOCATION leaves play, discard that LOCATION
card and pick up the Character tokens that were
there. The Storyteller draws and places one new
LOCATION card each time the characters visit a
LOCATION (to represent additional clues found
there).

KARMA and Successes
Daylight is a game of CHALLENGES. Every time a
character attempts to do something other than
make a purchase, he or she must make a
CHALLENGE attempt, using one of his or her
three current (not base) characteristics (, N or ').
How well he or she does is determined by how many
Successes the character scores.

Some LOCATION cards have CHALLENGES that
may reward the characters with EQUIPMENT
cards, ITEM cards, etc. These CHALLENGES may
be attempted before or after resolving the
CHALLENGE card at that LOCATION. The
player with the Initiative decides when. (See “The
Initiative,” above.)

Key Concept
To attempt to overcome a CHALLENGE, draw one
KARMA card for each point on your character’s
corresponding characteristic die, and use the
highest color-coded number drawn: red for , blue
for N, gray for '. Add that number to the
characteristic value and apply any modifiers from
SECRET cards in play as well as from equipped
EQUIPMENT or ITEM cards. (See “Equipped,”
below.) All modifiers are cumulative. Put the drawn
cards on the bottom of the deck.

If the team runs out of LOCATION cards to visit,
the game is lost. As the LOCATION deck runs low,
you may fan out the remaining cards to count them.

“Until Daylight” Cards
In addition to the regular LOCATION cards, there
are also 9 special “Until Daylight…” LOCATION
cards. These represent various hazards that beset all
LOCATIONS in the game until the start of the
following day. When the Storyteller draws one of
these cards, he or she should describe what’s
happening in the context of the game’s narrative
and read the information on the card aloud. Then
he or she places the card on the Daylight gameboard
and draws another LOCATION card to replace it.
Discard all “Until Daylight…” cards in play at the
start of the following Daylight turn (even if it was

The difference between the total [characteristic +
KARMA + modifiers] and the CHALLENGE level
denotes the degree of success (or failure in the case
of an Attack CHALLENGE). You must score over
the applicable CHALLENGE level to succeed at a
CHALLENGE—except when trying to resist an
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Attack (), where a tie is good enough to not take
damage.

Escaped) no longer count towards the teamwork
bonus.

The higher you score over the CHALLENGE level,
the greater your degree of success. The lower you
score under the CHALLENGE level, the greater
your degree of failure. Each point that you score
over the CHALLENGE level is called a Success. The
number of Successes dictates the outcome as
indicated on the card.

When a card reads, “ all characters at once,” if
there is more than one affected character, each of
them receives the teamwork bonus, regardless of the
order in which they draw KARMA cards. The same
is true for surviving Event (&) CHALLENGE cards.
(See “Event (&) Cards,” below.)

Equipped

Key Concept
Before drawing KARMA, you may spend one (and
only one) ~ token to “Focus,” giving your character
a +1 modifier on that CHALLENGE attempt.
After looking at the results of KARMA draw, a player
may decide to make a “Power Draw,” spending one
~ token to draw additional cards equal to the
applicable characteristic. You may continue to make
Power Draws until you run out of Power or the
KARMA deck runs out of cards.
Instead of making a Power Draw for an Attack (),
Escape (ÿ), or Event (&) CHALLENGE, you may
spend two ~ tokens to “buy” a single Success.
You don’t have to draw Karma cards if the result
could have no effect on gameplay, but you may if
you’d like. However, if you do draw, you must draw
the full number of cards. After each turn, shuffle the
KARMA deck (all 60 cards).

Teamwork Bonus
Key Concept
Characters who visit a LOCATION together receive
a +1 modifier as a bonus for working as a team to
overcome a CHALLENGE. This bonus may be
applied to Monster ( ), Event (&), Mystery (s),
Attack (), or (ÿ) CHALLENGES (i.e.: those that
have a black icon). It may not be applied to any other
CHALLENGE types.
“Characters” includes ghosts. However, characters who
have been Incapacitated (or have successfully

With exception of armor or pet cards, your
character may equip or remove ITEM cards or
EQUIPMENT right before his or her action.
Remove ITEM or EQUIPMENT cards from your
character by turning them sideways on your character
board. To equip them again, straighten them.
Armor or pet cards may only be equipped or
removed between turns. (Cards such as “Hound of
God” that require a character to remove armor to
use them discard any armor that is equipped.) There
is no limit to the total number of cards a character
may have equipped at one time.
Discarding is instantaneous and may be done at any
time, including in response to effects (to alter those
effects), unless a card specifies otherwise, except for
armor, which may only be discarded between turns
(unless another card overrides this rule).
While visiting a LOCATION card, ITEM and
EQUIPMENT cards with the Nightfall () symbol
below their titles may only be equipped at Nightfall.
However, these cards may be equipped at any time
when not at a LOCATION.
NOTE: If a character cannot remove a  ITEM card
(such as “Ebony Blade,” for example), this restricts
the LOCATIONS he or she may visit.
If an ITEM or EQUIPMENT card adds to a
characteristic when it is equipped, then the
character loses that bonus when it is removed. If this
reduces a characteristic to 0, then that character is
Incapacitated. (See “Incapacitation and Death,”
below.) He or she must heal during his or her next
activity. Incapacitated characters may equip,
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remove, or discard EQUIPMENT cards or ITEM
cards between turns. They may even make trades.

CHALLENGE Cards
Most CHALLENGES in Daylight come from
CHALLENGE cards. The players must overcome
CHALLENGE cards in order to defeat the
Darkness and win the game. There are four types of
CHALLENGE cards: Surprise! cards, Event (&)
cards, Mystery (s) cards, and Monster ( ) cards.
Each type is outlined below.

Weapon Properties
Body () weapons come in three types: blunt (®),
piercing ("), and energy (M). A weapon may only
ever have one type at a time. In addition, weapons
and projectiles may be composed of different
materials, such as wood or silver.

Anatomy of a CHALLENGE Card

Key Concept
You can make a CHALLENGE attempt with any
weapon type and any typical weapon material (not a
rare metal, etc.), using —but without a weapon
modifier. (This represents your character grabbing a
baseball bat, a hunting knife, a can of gasoline, a
wooden stake, an iron spike, etc.) To receive a
weapon modifier, however, you must use an
EQUIPMENT or ITEM card.
For determining modifiers, consider magical ( )
weapons to be made up of all materials (wood, silver,
gold, iron, etc.). This even applies to cursed
weapons.

Projectile Weapons
Projectile weapons (Pistols, Rifles, Flame Throwers,
Bows, etc.) are different from other weapons in that
they use a character’s N to attempt to defeat a 
Monster CHALLENGE. (See “Monster ( )
Cards,” below.) When you use a projectile weapon,
draw KARMA cards equal to your character’s N
instead of  and add the highest blue KARMA
value N. (See “KARMA and Successes,” below.)
Then add or subtract applicable  (not N)
modifiers. Attempting to defeat a by overcoming
its  is always a  CHALLENGE, even when a
character uses N to do it. Projectile weapons come
with unlimited ammunition unless they have
instructions to discard them.

Key Concept
Most CHALLENGE cards have different
CHALLENGE levels for different characteristics.
For example, an Event (&) card may have a
CHALLENGE level of 5 for , a CHALLENGE
level of 6 for N, and a CHALLENGE level of 7 for
'. When it’s your action, you must decide before
drawing KARMA cards which CHALLENGE you
would like to attempt to overcome. If a
CHALLENGE card does not have a CHALLENGE
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level for a particular characteristic, then a character
may not attempt to overcome it with that
characteristic.

Surprise! Cards
Surprise! cards only appear in the Daylight
CHALLENGE deck, and they are handled in a
special way. After the Storyteller places one on a
LOCATION, he or she discard it immediately, then
draws a Nightfall CHALLENGE card and plays it on
that LOCATION instead. If it is a , it gains
Surprise! (See “Surprise,” below.) Cover the  side
of the LOCATION card with the new
CHALLENGE card. (It is still Daylight.)

Event (&) Cards
Event (&) cards appear in both the Daylight and
Nightfall CHALLENGE decks. These represent
dangerous large-scale occurrences in and around the
town. Unlike a Monster ( ) or a Mystery (s)
CHALLENGE, an Event (&) CHALLENGE card
cannot be defeated or solved, only survived.
Characters at that LOCATION may take one of two
possible actions during an & CHALLENGE:
1. Attempt to survive the CHALLENGE.
2. Reveal him or herself as a Minion of
Darkness (if you are playing with this
optional rule and have the “Minion of
Darkness” card in your hand). See
“Optional Rules,” below.
Regardless of outcome, when the CHALLENGE
card has been resolved, discard it along with its
LOCATION card and pick up your Character
tokens.

Mystery (s) Cards
Mystery (s) cards appear in both the Daylight and
Nightfall CHALLENGE decks. They represent
enigmas the team must grapple with in order to
understand how to best combat the Darkness.

From a story perspective, s cards are the most
open-ended. It’s the Storyteller’s job to explain what
each Mystery means within the context of the
narrative. For example, what was “The Angels’
Mistake” that left all of these terrible creatures
“Abandoned Here?” How did “A Failed
Experiment” inflict such “A Stain on the World?”
Etc.
Characters at that LOCATION may take only one
action during a s CHALLENGE (in order of the
Initiative): Attempt to solve the CHALLENGE.
If your character succeeds, you capture that
CHALLENGE card (for scoring at the end of the
game). Place it on the table beside your Character
board. For each CHALLENGE point in the upper
right-hand corner, put one
counter onto the
Daylight gameboard or remove one  counter from
it. Pick up the Character tokens and discard the
LOCATION card.

Õ

Key Concept
Each character receives only one attempt to solve a
s per visit.
If the characters fail to solve the s, pick up the
Character tokens. The CHALLENGE card remains
in play on that LOCATION card—to be visited on
a future turn. This will count against the players
when Darkness Falls. (See “Darkness Falls,” above.)

Monster (

) Cards

Monster ( ) cards only appear in the Nightfall
CHALLENGE deck. These represent the various
people and supernatural creatures who serve the
Darkness. A
CHALLENGE initiates a series of
combat rounds. Characters at that LOCATION
may take one of two possible actions during each
combat round:
1. Attempt to defeat the CHALLENGE.
2. Attempt to Escape (ÿ).
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The characters make these attempts in order of the
Initiative. The Initiative is recalculated at the beginning
of each combat round.

CHALLENGES—in order of the Initiative. Then a
new combat round begins.
 is the one type of CHALLENGE where you don’t
need to score over the CHALLENGE level to
succeed. (Successes are ignored.) A tie is all you need
to not take damage.

Key Concept
The characters must possess special abilities or
technology in order to attempt to defeat N or '
Monster ( ) CHALLENGES. Unless a card
specifies otherwise, a character may only attempt to
defeat a
by overcoming its  CHALLENGE
level.

A
won’t Attack an Incapacitated character and
will only Attack a ghost if it has a '. If there are
more Attacks to go around than there are characters
to resist them, then one or more characters will need
to attempt to resist multiple Attacks in that combat
round.

NOTE: A character may spend one ~ token to
make one attempt to defeat a CHALLENGE with
either N or '—so long as it does not have a 
CHALLENGE level.

Surprise!
When a CHALLENGE has Surprise! on its card,
the characters have been ambushed. They must
resist an additional round of Attack ()
CHALLENGES before they can take any actions.
Surprise! takes place before the first combat round
only. Resolve all  CHALLENGES as indicated
above.

If a character is Incapacitated by a , and the other
characters at that LOCATION Escape (or are
Incapacitated as well), all of the Incapacitated
characters at that LOCATION are Lost to the
Darkness. (See “Incapacitation and Death,” below.)
When your character defeats a , you capture its
CHALLENGE card (for scoring at the end of the
game). Place it on the table beside your Character
board. For each CHALLENGE point in the upper
right-hand corner, put one
counter onto the
Daylight gameboard or remove one  counter from
it. Pick up the Character tokens and discard the
LOCATION card.

Stunned
Key Concept

Õ

If a character scores enough Successes to stun a
without defeating it, place a
counter on its card.
A Stunned
can’t  that combat round, and
characters receive +4 on ÿ attempts and +2 on
attempts to defeat the CHALLENGE.

Õ

If all of the characters Escape or are Lost to the
Darkness, the CHALLENGE card remains in play
on that LOCATION card—to be visited on a future
turn. This will count against the players when
Darkness Falls. (See “Darkness Falls,” above.)

At the end of a combat round, if a
is Stunned,
flip the counter over to its  side. Or, if the counter
is already on its  side, remove it (to indicate that
the
is no longer Stunned). The next combat
round begins.

Attack ()

If a character stuns a
reset the counter to its

Key Concept

that was already Stunned,
side (if it wasn’t already).

Õ

Attack () represents how a
attempts to harm
the characters. At the end of each combat round,
after everyone has taken an action, if the has not
been defeated and is not Stunned (see below), the
characters must attempt to resist the Monster’s 

Escape ( ÿ )
Rather than attempting to defeat a
CHALLENGE, your character may attempt to
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Escape (ÿ) instead. To succeed, you just need to
score a single Success. (See “KARMA and
Successes,” above.) Remove your Character token
from the LOCATION card and hope any
companions you left behind are not Lost to the
Darkness.

effects of the CHALLENGE card aloud, then
reminds Rachel that Shambling Muck receives +1 to
all CHALLENGE levels, except Attack and Escape,
at the Grocery Store at Nightfall.
Rachel has a  of 3, a N of 3, a Flack Vest, and a
Shotgun:

Monsters that have been Stunned are much easier
to ÿ. (See “Stunned,” above.)

Shotgun

An Example of Combat

® +4

Rachel is desperate. She decides to visit the Grocery
Store alone at Nightfall. Zach, the Storyteller, draws
a card from the Nightfall CHALLENGE deck and
reads it to himself. Then he tells her, “The store is
eerily quiet. It’s supposed to be open 24/7, but there
seems to be no one around. You hear a faint
dripping sound from over by the abandoned cash
registers, and you move towards it as quietly as you
can. The sound gets louder. Then you look up…”

Equipped character may attempt to defeat a 
CHALLENGE (with a bonus), using his/her N
instead of , including using N KARMA. This is
still a  CHALLENGE.

Õ

Zach lays the CHALLENGE car over the
half of
the Grocery Store LOCATION card. A Monster,
not what Rachel was hoping for. Zach reads the

She knows that her odds alone against this Monster
at this Location at Nightfall are not very good. She
can’t attempt to defeat it by overcoming its N or '
because she doesn't have any SECRET cards or
ITEM cards that allow her to do that, and even
though her Shotgun receives a bonus against
Shambling Muck, it’s not enough of a boost to make
killing it with one shot likely. She should probably
try to Escape (ÿ), but the team could really use the
3 CHALLENGE points (2 for the , 1 for the
LOCATION effect). She decides to stand her
ground.
Rachel draws three KARMA cards (one for each of
her current N) and chooses the one with the
highest N value (6) for a total of 13 [3 Mind + 6
KARMA + 4 for the Shotgun]. The Shotgun
transforms the attempt into . Shambling Muck
has a 12 CHALLENGE level, +1 for the Grocery
Store, for a total of 13. Rachel got a 13 on her
CHALLENGE attempt, but Shambling Muck takes
an additional +1 from ® weapons like Rachel’s
Shotgun. Her 13 becomes a 14, one point higher
than Shambling Muck’s CHALLENGE level.
Rachel scores one Success. Shambling Muck is now
Stunned. It can’t  this combat round, and
characters have a +4 on any attempt to ÿ and a +2
on any attempt to defeat it until its next . Rachel
places a
counter on Shambling Muck, and since

Õ
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it’s the end of that combat round, she flips it to its
 side.

in the “Characteristics” box on your Character
board. This counts as your activity for that turn.

This round, Rachel hopes to take advantage of the
fact that Shambling Muck is Stunned and attempts
to defeat it again with the Shotgun. She draws three
KARMA cards (still her current N) and chooses the
one with the highest N value (2) for a total of 11 [3
Mind + 2 KARMA + 4 for the Shotgun + 2 because
Shambling Muck is Stunned], which becomes a 12
because Shambling Muck takes +1 from ®
weapons. Not quite enough to score any Successes.

NOTE: Attempting to heal is the only activity that
an Incapacitated character may perform.
Key Concept
The CHALLENGE level for healing is always 5.
Restore 1 point for each Success.
Each damaged characteristic requires a separate
CHALLENGE attempt:
Ø —Use your undamaged  or '. Decide
which before drawing KARMA cards.

Rachel removes the  counter from Shambling
Muck. It’s no longer Stunned. She must now resist
its Attack (11). She has a  of 3 and is wearing a
Flack Vest: “Equipped character receives a +2
modifier against any  CHALLENGE.”

Ø N—Use your undamaged N or '. Decide
which before drawing KARMA cards.
Ø '—Use your undamaged '.

Rachel draws three KARMA cards (her current )
and chooses the one with the highest  value (3)
for a total of 8 [3 Body + 3 KARMA + 2 for the Flack
Vest]. Rachel would take 3 damage [11 – 8] from the
Attack, which would reduce her to 0 and leave her
Incapacitated and cause her to be Lost to the
Darkness (since she’s the only one at that
LOCATION). She spends a ~ token to draw three
additional KARMA cards (a total of 6). One of the
new cards is a 5, which means her new total is 10.
Rachel takes 1 damage from the attack.

Characters can never heal above their base
characteristic amount, plus any bonuses to that
characteristic for EQUIPMENT, ITEM, and
SECRET cards. (+2, etc.)

Infected ( )
Key Concept
If a
with an
icon on its card damages a
character, that character becomes Infected. The
Darkness that is plaguing the town now courses
through his or her veins. There is no conventional
cure. Left untreated, he or she will eventually
succumb and transform.

Alone and outmatched, Rachel decides to attempt
to Escape. Shambling Muck has a 5ÿ. She draws
three KARMA cards (for her N) and chooses the
one with the highest N value (3) for a total of 6. She
scores one Success, just enough. Rachel removes her
Character token from the Grocery Store, and
Shambling Muck remains there.

The Infected character receives an Infected ( )
token. (A character can only have one token at a
time.) An character loses one ~ token when
Darkness Falls (before adding or removing counters
from the Daylight gameboard). If this happens
when the character doesn’t have any ~, he or she is
Lost to the Darkness. (See “Incapacitation and
Death,” below.)

Maybe she’ll return with another member of the
team to try to tackle it again at Daylight…

Healing
Once per turn—at Daylight, and again at Nightfall—
a character may attempt to heal all of his or her
damaged characteristics. Place your Character token

An character may be cured by certain ITEM,
SECRET, and LOCATION cards that can be used
to discard an
token.
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Incapacitation
and Death
No characteristic can ever fall below 0. If any
characteristic reaches 0, that character becomes
Incapacitated and is no longer able to act. Any
effects from his or her SECRET cards (but not
ITEM cards) that affect other character at his or her
LOCATION end.
Incapacitated characters…
Ø Cannot attempt any CHALLENGE other
than attempting to heal. An Incapacitated
character must attempt to heal on his or her
next turn.
Ø Can draw or receive ITEM or SECRET
cards.
Ø May purchase or discard SECRET cards as
normal.
Ø May equip, remove, discard, or trade
EQUIPMENT cards or ITEM cards between
turns—and only between turns.
Ø Cannot purchase ITEM cards.
Ø Can never have the Initiative token. Pass the
token to the left.
If a character is Incapacitated as the result of taking
an action (e.g.: using “Mental Prison,” “Sin Eater,”
etc.), that action still happens.

Lost to the Darkness
Key Concept
When battling a Monster ( ), if all of the characters
at that LOCATION become Incapacitated or
Escape (ÿ), any Incapacitated characters there are
Lost to the Darkness. Characters may also be Lost
to the Darkness from other card effects, or from
being Infected. If your character was Lost and does
not have a way to return to the game alive (via the
effects of a card such as “Resurrectionist” or the
“Miraculously Unharmed” rule, below), he or she
returns as a ghost. (See “Ghosts,” below.)

Discard any armor and “miscellaneous” (a pet, etc.)
EQUIPMENT cards that your character equipped
at the LOCATION where he or she was Lost, and
discard all of his or her
ITEM cards as well,
whether or not they were equipped at that
LOCATION.
If your character was Lost to a Monster ( ), any
other ITEM and EQUIPMENT cards he or she
equipped at that LOCATION are now “guarded” by
that . Place them underneath its card. If the is
later defeated, the characters at that LOCATION
may each pick up one of the guarded cards, in order
of the Initiative, until they have all been claimed.
If your character was Lost to an Event (&), discard
all ITEM and EQUIPMENT cards that he or she
equipped at that LOCATION.
All other ITEM and EQUIPMENT cards that your
character owned may be claimed by other characters
between turns, one at a time, in order of the
Initiative.
If your character was lost between turns, discard all
of his or her ITEM cards. Other characters may
claim the remaining ITEM and EQUIPMENT cards
(including pets or armor) as explained above.

Miraculously Unharmed
The first character who would be Lost to the
Darkness (or removed from the game) instead
reappears, fully healed, at the next Nightfall
LOCATION that the team visits (Storyteller’s
choice if the they visit more than one). The returned
character discards all tokens (except his or her
Character token).
If several characters were the first to be Lost at the
same LOCATION, they may all return in this same
way (at a single LOCATION).
If all of the characters in the game are the first
characters Lost in this way, they all return when
Darkness Falls, but not at a LOCATION. The
Nightfall turn proceeds as normal.
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Key Concept

Ø Are not affected by card effects that give a
plus (+) or a minus (-) to a characteristic
value.
Ø Cannot heal. Each time Darkness Falls,
ghosts refresh their ' so that it is equal the
number of
counters on the Daylight
gameboard, even if this means they lose ' in
the process. If a Ghost is ever reduced to 0,
he or she is removed from play until after
Darkness Falls again.
Ø Cannot own EQUIPMENT cards or ITEM
cards, but do retain any CHALLENGE
cards and SECRET cards that they acquired
while alive. They may capture new
CHALLENGE cards, but may not receive or
play SECRET cards. If a ghost draws a
SECRET card, that player decides which
character at that LOCATION receives it.
For an ITEM card, go in the order of the
Initiative. (See “The Initiative,” above.)
Ø Can only perform one activity: visit a
LOCATION. A ghost can only visit a
LOCATION that another character is
visiting at the same time. (Ghosts choose a
LOCATION to visit after all other
characters have finished deciding.) If no
other character visits a LOCATION, a ghost
can't perform an activity that turn.
Ø Can never have the Initiative token. Pass the
token to the left.

Add one  counter to the Daylight gameboard or
remove one
counter from it for each character
who returns Miraculously Unharmed. This is in
addition to adding/removing a counter for each of
them when Darkness Falls.

Õ

Õ

The Storyteller should describe how the character(s)
miraculously survived and happened to be at that
LOCATION. If a character is able to avoid being
Lost to the Darkness by other means (from the
effects of a card such as “Revenant,” for example”),
he or she does not trigger the Miraculously Survived
rule.

Ghosts
Key Concept
If your character was Lost to the Darkness (and
wasn’t “Miraculously Unharmed,” above), after
Darkness Falls, he or she comes back to haunt the
team as a ghost. Ghosts return to the game with one
' for every counter on the Daylight gameboard
(0 to 9), and no other characteristics. (Discard your
red and blue dice and erase your base
characteristics) Ghosts have no  or N and no ~,
and they may only participate in the game as
SECRET cards or ITEM cards allow.

Õ

Ghosts…

Õ

After Darkness Falls, if there are no
counters on
the Daylight gameboard, ghosts are removed from
play until after Darkness Falls again. If a ghost has
been removed from play, he or she does not count
as a “player” the next time Darkness Falls.

Ø May not communicate with other characters
at a LOCATION (unless a card allows them
to). The player must remain silent.
Ø Cannot be Lost to the Darkness, and can
only be harmed by ' Attacks ().
Ø Cannot Escape (ÿ). Ghosts automatically
leave a LOCATION when the last character
(other than another ghost) who was there
with them Escapes or becomes Incapacitated
(and Lost to the Darkness).
Ø Automatically survive Event (&) cards (and
may not attempt the CHALLENGE).

If all of the players become ghosts, or are removed
from the game, the Darkness prevails. The game is
lost.

Removed from the Game
Some card effects remove a player from the game.
Players who have been removed from the game keep
their SECRET cards and captured CHALLENGE
cards and nothing else. They can no longer gain or
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lose SECRET cards (or anything else) by any means,
and they no longer count as a player when Darkness
Falls.
Key Concept
Even a player who has been removed from the game
can still win if the players defeat the Darkness, and
that player’s character has captured the most
CHALLENGE points at the end of the game.

No Rules?
Many hours of playtesting went into this game, but
you may still encounter ambiguous situations. If this
happens, try to come to a consensus. If you can’t,
choose a characteristic to represent each viewpoint
and flip over a KARMA card. The highest chosen
value wins. (If it’s a tie, flip another card.) Put the
flipped cards on the bottom of the deck.

Optional Rules
These rules make playing Daylight more complex
and challenging. They are recommended only for
experienced players.

Minion of Darkness
The “Minion of Darkness” SECRET cards add
another dimension to Daylight, dramatically
increasing the level of paranoia in the game, making
it more difficult for the team to function as a
cohesive unit. They also add a lot fun.
Key Concept

it. That player is immediately removed from the
game. However, he or she will still win if the team fails
to defeat the Darkness. (See “Removed from the
Game,” above.) Flip over a  counter on the
Daylight gameboard (if there are any) to its
side.
If the accused player does not have “Minion of
Darkness,” flip over a
counter on the Daylight
gameboard instead (if there are any) to its  side.

Õ

Each player may only make one accusation per game.
If you have “Minion of Darkness” in your hand, you
may still make an accusation.
During an Event (&) CHALLENGE at a
LOCATION your character is visiting, you may
choose to reveal that your character is a Minion of
Darkness instead of attempting to survive the
CHALLENGE. If you do, Darkness Falls as though
it has just become Nightfall—less one player because
you’ve just been removed from the game. Be sure to
add/remove a token for the & CHALLENGE card
itself (since it’s currently in play).
If a character with “Minion of Darkness” would be
Lost to the Darkness (and doesn’t have any way of
returning), that player is removed from the game
instead and must reveal that he or she was a Minion
of Darkness—but will still win if the team fails to defeat
the Darkness. Flip over a  counter on the Daylight
gameboard (if there are any) to the
side.

Õ

You can play with up to four “Minion of Darkness”
cards at once if you’d like. If more than one
character is a Minion of Darkness when Darkness
prevails, those players share in the victory.
It’s recommended that you play with “Minion of
Darkness” only in games with four or more players.

A player who receives “Minion of Darkness” and
manages to keep it until the end of the game, wins
if the Darkness prevails.

Hardcore

Between turns, you may spend one ~ token to
accuse another player of being a Minion of
Darkness. The accused player must reveal his or her
hand of SECRET cards to you (and you alone). If
one of those cards is “Minion of Darkness,” reveal

Solitaire

Do not play with the “Miraculously Unharmed”
rule.

Daylight may be played as a solitaire game. Your
character receives a +1 modifier to overcome
Monster ( ), Event (&), Mystery (s), Attack (),
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or (ÿ) CHALLENGES (i.e.: those that have a black
icon). This modifier may not be applied to any other
CHALLENGE types.
Deal yourself two LOCATION cards when setting
up the game. Everything else remain the same.

Symbol Key
~ Power
 Body
N Mind

'

Spirit

Õ Daylight

 Nightfall

 Attack
ÿ Escape
& Event

s Mystery
Monster
Magical
M Energy
® Blunt
" Piercing
Infected
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